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Hebrew Calligraphy
Hebrew Calligraphy. Michel D'Anastasio (1968) discovered the calligraphy for the first time in 1989. Shortly
after having discovered the fact his Maltese family origins come from Jewish background deep in history his
voyage to Holy Land opens to him a way to the Hebrew letters.
Judaism 101: Hebrew Alphabet
The Hebrew and Yiddish languages use a different alphabet than English. The picture below illustrates the
Hebrew alphabet, in Hebrew alphabetical order. Note that Hebrew is written from right to left, rather than left to
right as in English, so Alef is the first letter of the Hebrew alphabet and Tav is the last.
Hebrew Calligraphy, Hebrew alphabet by Michel D’anastasio ...
Michel D'Anastasio (1968) discovered the calligraphy for the first time in 1989. Shortly after having discovered
the fact his Maltese family origins come from Jewish background deep in history his voyage to Holy Land
opens to him a way to the Hebrew letters.
Moroccan Furniture | Moroccan decor | Moroccan lamps
Exquisite moroccan furniture, moroccan decor, moroccan lamps, unique furniture & interior design,
mediterranean furniture & middle eastern decoration to harem theme party decor.
Moroccan pottery, urns antique pottery, moroccan vases
Great selection of moroccan pottery, urns, moroccan vases, unique pottery that would make any place look
exquisite
Rabbi Moskowitz Temple Israel
Rabbi Moskowitz was born in New York City, where he attended Central Synagogue. His father was a lawyer;
his mother helped to set up the Jewish Museum there.
HaSoferet | Jen Taylor Friedman's Torah site
Torah Scribe and Educator. Tefillin, Mezuzot, Ketubot. Scholarship and Judaic Delights
Gallery of writing and language related art Omniglot
Omniglot gallery. Examples of artwork involving or inspired by writing systems and languages. If you have
created some writing or language-related art and would like it to appear in this gallery, please contact me.
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